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bookmakers.
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Free bets have become a common feature in many of today's gambling websites, and for a good

reason. They allow players to try a new site or game without risking their money. This can be

especially appealing for players new to online gambling and may be hesitant to make a deposit

right away.

Best Free Bets Sites

The online gambling industry has become increasingly competitive in recent years, leading to the

emergence of a plethora of free bet sites. These sites offer a range of betting options and

promotions, making it difficult for new players to decide which is the best. It could be challenging,

especially for newbies, to choose the best one.

After extensive research, we have narrowed down to several free bet sites in the UK based on

factors such as security and reliability, customer support, licensing and regulation, and user

interface, among many others.

The following are our top choices of the best free bets sites:

�.  bet365 - Best Betting Site Overall

�.  Betfred - UKGC Licensed Betting Site

�.  BetVictor - Trusted UK Betting Site

�.  William Hill - Biggest Reputation In The UK

�.  888 Sport - Great For PayPal Betting

�.  Grosvenor Sports - Great For UK Sports & Casino

�.  Coral - Online & Offline Betting

�.  Ladbrokes - Best For Quick Withdrawals

�.  Kwiff - Dynamic Priced Betting

��.  Betzone - New UK Betting Site
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If you want to find out more about each online bookmaker, then listed below is all the info you

need, or you can check out bigfreebet.com for even more recommendations.

#1 - Bet365: Best Betting Site Overall

If you're into gambling, you'll be blown away by the level of service and enjoyment that this

gambling website provides. The variety of games and ease of use of the website make it a breeze

to place bets and track your progress. The free bet UK site provides generous free bet offers, which

allow players to try out new games and increase their chances of winning without risking their own

money.

On top of an impressive free betting offer, you'll also be impressed by the customer service at

Best365, whether you're an existing or new customer. Whenever you have a question or need

assistance with your free bet stake or anything else, the customer support team is quick to respond

and always helpful to help with your bet settlement. They always make sure that your experience

on the site is enjoyable and stress-free.

[ Check Current Welcome Offer ]

#2 - Betfred: UKGC Licensed Betting Site

Betfred was founded in 1967 by Fred and Peter Done. Since its inception, the company has grown

to become one of the largest independent bookmakers in Great Britain, with over 1,600 physical

locations and a strong online presence. Betfred is licensed and regulated by the UK Gambling

Commission, ensuring a safe and fair gambling experience for all players.

In terms of sports betting, Betfred offers a wide range of options for players. Enjoy free bets on

popular sports like football free bet, horse racing free bet, and tennis free bet to niche sports like

darts and snooker; Betfred has something for everyone. Players can place bets on individual

matches or events or opt for multiples and accumulators to win even bigger prizes. Betfred also

offers live betting, allowing players to place bets on ongoing matches and events in real time.

Their new customer offer is impressive.

[ Check Current Welcome Offer ]

#3 - Betvictor: Trusted UK Betting Site

Betvictor is another free bets site. On top of sports betting, the platform boasts a comprehensive

online casino bonus funds and experience in general. Players can choose from a wide range of

slots, table games, and live dealer games, all powered by leading software providers like NetEnt

and Playtech. The casino also offers a range of promotions and bonuses, including free spins and

deposit bonuses, to enhance the player experience.
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Alongside its free bet credits promotions, Betvictor also boasts a user-friendly interface, a secure

and fair gaming environment, and excellent customer service. Whether an experienced gambler or

a beginner, you'll find plenty to love about Betvictor when it comes to bonus bet.

[ Check Current Welcome Offer ]

#4 - William Hill: Biggest Reputation In UK

William Hill is among the oldest and largest bookmakers in the UK, with a strong presence both

online and in the physical world. The company offers a wide range of gambling products,

including sports betting, casino games, and poker. The company has a strong focus on responsible

gambling. The company has always taken a proactive approach to ensure that its customers enjoy

betting in a safe and controlled environment. It has implemented some measures to help prevent

problem gambling, including offering tools and resources to help customers set limits on their

spending and track their activity, as well as providing support for those struggling with gambling

addiction.

[ Check Current Welcome Offer ]

#5 - 888 Sport: Great For PayPal Betting

888 Sport is another comprehensive and reliable online gambling website that provides numerous

betting options, a high-quality casino experience, and attractive risk free bet options for sports

betting and casino gaming. A unique aspect of 888 Sport is its commitment to innovation and

technology.

The company has always been at the forefront of the betting industry, constantly seeking new and

innovative ways to improve its products and services. It has made significant technological

investments, such as developing its proprietary software and platforms and partnering with

leading tech firms to create cutting-edge solutions for its customers.

[ Check Current Welcome Offer ]

#6 - Grosvenor Sport: Great For Sports & Casino

Grosvenor Sport is a leading sports betting brand that is part of the Grosvenor Casinos group,

owned by the Rank Group. The company has a long and rich history dating back to the 1950s

when it was first established as a land-based casino operator in the United Kingdom.

A distinct aspect of Grosvenor Sport is its focus on providing a high-quality, customer-centric

experience to its users. It offers a wide range of betting options across various sports, as well as

extensive in-play betting options and live streaming of sporting events to allow users to keep up

with all the action as it unfolds.
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[ Check Current Welcome Offer ]

#7 - Coral: Online & Offline Betting

Enjoy an extensive range of betting options with Coral. Besides traditional sports betting, the site

also offers a wide variety of casino games, poker, bingo, and more, meaning that there is

something for everyone at Coral, whether you are a seasoned gambler or just looking to try

something new.

The company boasts a strong focus on customer service. The site has a dedicated customer

support team available to help with any questions or issues that may arise. Whether you are having

trouble making a deposit, need help placing a bet, or have a question about the site, the team at

Coral is always ready to assist.

[ Check Current Welcome Offer ]

#8 - Ladbrokes: Best For Quick Withdrawals

Ladbrokes is a British-based multinational betting and gambling company founded in 1886. The

company operates a wide range of betting and gaming products and services, including sports

betting, casino games, bingo, and poker. The free bets site features an extensive sports betting

offering, which includes a wide range of sports and markets. Customers can place bets on various

sports, including football, horse racing, tennis, and basketball.

Ladbrokes also offers live betting on many sports, allowing customers to place bets as the action

unfolds. The company has a long history of involvement in sports sponsorship and has been the

official betting partner of several high-profile sporting events and teams.

[ Check Current Welcome Offer ]

#9 - Kwiff: Dynamic Prices Betting

Kwiff's extensive product offering, strong brand, and presence in multiple markets make it a force to

be reckoned with. Further to its strong online presence, the company also has a solid mobile app

that allows customers to place bets and play games from any location.

Kwiff is licensed and regulated by the UK Gambling Commission, thus ensuring it adheres to strict

standards of fair play and responsible gambling. As the industry continues to evolve, Kwiff will

undoubtedly continue to adapt and innovate, ensuring it remains among the leaders in the world

of betting and gaming.

[ Check Current Welcome Offer ]

#10 - Betzone: New Betting Site
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Betzone brings a user-friendly interface, making it easy for even novice bettors to navigate and

place bets. The platform provides countless betting options and live betting options for users who

want to place bets on events as they happen.

A key attribute of Betzone is its security and reliability. The platform utilizes advanced security

measures to ensure that all transactions are safe and secure. It is licensed and regulated by many

reputable organizations to ensure that it operates fairly and transparently.

Many promotions and bonuses are available to help users get the most out of their betting

experience. These promotions can include free bets, cashback offers, and other bonuses that can

help users increase their winnings.

[ Check Current Welcome Offer ]

 

It's important to remember that free bets are only sometimes as straightforward as they seem. Many

online gambling sites offer free bets to entice players to sign up and make a min deposit. While it

may seem like you're getting something for nothing, these free betting offer often come with strict

terms and conditions that must be met before you can cash out any winnings.

For example, you may need to place a specific number of bets before you can withdraw your

winnings, or you may need to meet a min odds requirement. Some sites may also limit the amount

of money you can win with a free bet credit or require you to deposit before you can claim your

winnings for your sports bet.

So, while a qualifying free bet can be a great way to try out a new gambling site or game, it's

important to be gamble aware by carefully reading the terms and conditions before accepting

one. That way, you'll know exactly what you're getting into and can make an informed decision

about whether or not to take advantage of the offer. Whether you're a newbie or pro, it is prudent

to gamble responsibly.

Free bet websites provide various betting options, including sports betting, casino games, and

other types of online gambling. Some free bet websites may also offer other types of content,

such as articles and news about sports and gambling, as well as forums or social media-style

interactions with other users.

What Are Free Bets?

Free bets are a popular promotion offered by online sports betting sites and casinos to attract new

customers and encourage existing customers to place more bets. The concept is simple: the

betting site offers a certain amount of money to be used to place a bet, and if the bet wins, the

customer gets to keep the winnings. If the bet loses, the customer does not lose any money.
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Betting sites may offer a few different types of free bets. Some sites offer a "matched bet"

promotion, where the site will match the amount of a customer's first bet with a free bet of equal

value. For example, if a customer places a £50 bet, the site may offer them a £50 free bet to use.

Other sites may offer a fixed amount of money as a free bet, regardless of the size of the

customer's initial bet.

It's important to note that free bets usually have certain restrictions and requirements. For example,

the free bet may only be valid for a certain period or only be eligible for certain types of bets or

games. Additionally, free bets may have a minimum odds requirement, meaning that the bet must

be placed on an event with certain minimum odds for the free bet to be valid.

Customers can also redeem their free bets in a few different ways. Some sites allow customers to

use their free bet when placing a bet online, while others may require customers to enter a code or

redeem the free bet through a specific link.

While free bets can be a great way to try out a new betting site or test out a particular betting

strategy without risking any of your own money, it's important to carefully pass through the terms

and conditions of the free bet offer before accepting it. This will help you understand any

restrictions or requirements that may apply and ensure that you are aware of any potential risks or

limitations.

Overall, free bets can be a great way to get started with sports betting or try out a new casino

game without risking your own money. However, it's important to understand the terms and

conditions of the free bet offer and be aware of any restrictions or requirements that may apply.

How To Choose The Best Free Bets Sites

We have already established that free bets are a great way for online sports betting sites to attract

new customers and encourage them to place bets on their platforms. However, with so many free

bets offers available, it can be overwhelming to decide which is the best for you.

Here are some of the important factors to consider when choosing the best free bets sites;

Reputation and trustworthiness

Choosing a free bet site with a good reputation and trustworthiness is important. Look for sites

licensed and regulated by reputable organizations, such as the MGC or UK Gambling Commission

to ensure that the site follows fair and responsible gambling practices.

Bonus terms and conditions

Make sure to carefully read the terms and conditions of any free bet offer before accepting it.

Some offers may have strict requirements for using the free bet, such as only being able to use it



on certain types of bets or having to place a minimum number of bets before you can withdraw

any winnings.

Betting options

Consider the types of sports and events you are interested in betting on and look for a free bet

site that offers a good selection of these options. You should also consider the available bet

types, such as single bets, accumulators, and live betting.

Mobile compatibility

If you like to place bets on the go, choosing a free bet site with a mobile-friendly platform is

important. Look for sites that offer a dedicated mobile app or a mobile-optimized website.

Customer support

Good customer support is important if you have any questions or issues while using the free bets

site. Look for sites that offer multiple contact methods, such as live chat, email, and phone

support.

Types of Free Bets for Customers

There are different types of free bets. Each type has requirements and conditions you must satisfy

to enjoy the offers fully. For this reason, it is important to have proper knowledge about each free

bet offer before trying to claim them.

Here are the different types of free bets;

Matched Deposit Bonus

The matched deposit bonus involves the betting site offering you a 100% bonus on your first

money deposit.

There is usually a limitation on the minimum and maximum free bet amount you can claim. Some

betting sites have set wagering requirements for this type of free bet.

In-play Free Bets

These are free bets provided for live betting. Live betting involves placing a wager while the event

is ongoing.

Most betting sites require you to place a qualifying bet to access this type of free bet. They are

made available for both new and existing customers.

Promotional Odds



These are enhanced offers and price boosts that allow customers to play at a lower price. The

player backs a game selection at an inflated price. When the wager is correct, the player is

rewarded with free bets.

This offer is available for new customers only on most betting sites. The enhanced odds are

provided for specific football matches only.

Money Back

Money-back offers can also be given as free bets. Customers are offered cash back on their initial

deposit when they place a correct bet.

Although money-back offers are not risk-free, they give the customer the confidence that a losing

selection offers them a second trial with the free bet.

Risk-free Bets

Risk-free bets are the most preferred free bets. The betting site allows players to place their bets

without risking their money.

If the bet placed wins, the player keeps the winnings, and if the bet loses, the stake is given back

to the player as a free bet or cash.

With risk-free bets, the player does not face any risk whether they place a winning or a losing bet.

No Deposit Free Bets

These free bets do not require you to risk your money to be a player. These bets are occasionally

offered to existing and new customers on some sites.

The no-deposit-free bets are mostly small, and the player must play through their winnings.Yoi can

read more about no deposit bonuses.

Free Bet Offers vs Bonus Offers

Free bets and bonus offers are broadly similar but quite different in terms of functionality.

Free bets are usually awarded when you create an account at a betting site and make a deposit.

The free bets offered are usually the same as the stake placed.

The player may have to meet a wagering requirement to claim free bets. You may also be required

to place the first bet at specific minimum odds.

On the other hand, bonus offers are usually offered on the first or the first three deposits. The

amount offered is just a percentage of the deposit made.
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Bonus offers are relatively bigger than free bets, and withdrawing the winnings made is subjected

to tough wagering conditions. The minimum and maximum withdrawable amount can be claimed

with enhanced betting offers.

What Sports Can I Use Free Bets On

Some betting sites offer free bets for all sports activities, while others only offer for specific sports.

Most betting sites change their free bet offers for only the biggest and the most popular sports

events. Here are the most common sporting events that get free bet offers.

Football Free Bets

There's no doubt that football is the most popular betting sport in the UK. Betting sites take

advantage of this as they expect to earn more during football activities.

The free bets are offered for major events such as the Premier League or Champions League finals

clash. They are also offered for international tournaments like the World Cup.

Some betting sites even offer different types of free bets once you make a first deposit and bet on

these events.

Horse Racing Free Bets

Horse racing is one of the greatest sports events for betting. Most betting sites offer free bets for

these horse racing events. These events include the Royal Ascot, Grand National Meeting and the

British Champions Day.

Golf Free Bets

Major betting sites offer free bets for golf when there are major events such as the Masters and the

Open Championships.

The golf free bets allow players to back a selection at a reduced price or even a free bet if their

preferred player misses the cut.

Cheltenham Free Bets

The Cheltenham Festival is one of the greatest sporting activities for betting on. Bookmakers take

advantage of this to offer cheltenham free bet to attract more customers.

Customers are provided with free bets for each of the races until the festival comes to an end.

Super Bowl Free Bets



The Super Bowl events attract worldwide interest for bettors who love tennis. Most NFL betting

sites take advantage of this by offering free bets when the Super Bowl events come around yearly.

UFC Free Bets

The UFC betting sites offer price boosts, and other free bet offers when there are big fights. The

UFC has gained popularity over the years. This also means that betting on these games has

steadily increased and keeps improving.

Players are allowed to choose from either fighter to win. The boosted winnings made are offered

as free bets, which can be used to bet on another UFC event.

Free Bets Terms and Conditions Explained

Most bettors are drawn to the benefits of free bets and must remember to evaluate the terms and

conditions. These terms and conditions serve to determine how easy or difficult it is to access and

use free bets.

Here are the most important yet overlooked free bets terms and conditions;

The Bonus Code

Most betting sites offer a promo code that unlocks free bets. If the user forgets this code, then

they do not have any access to these free bets.

Only a few betting sites do not require the bonus code. Before signing up for an account, it is

important to determine if a bonus code is required and write it down to avoid forgetting.

Minimum Qualifying Odds

At this point, it is known that free bets are only given when the players place a qualifying bet or

meet the minimum deposit amount. The qualifying bets are usually a certain amount that is placed

at minimum odds.

It is advisable to confirm the minimum odds required and the minimum stake amount required in

order to get the free bets.

The Minimum Deposit For Free Bet Activation

To receive free bets, players must meet the minimum deposit requirement. This deposit made

serves to activate the free bets.

Another factor to consider is the payment option for making these deposits. The most common

payment options include PayPal, Skrill, and Neteller, among others.



Free Bets Time Limits

Free bets usually have an expiry date from the time they are issued. Knowing how long they would

last helps the user plan to deplete them before expiration.

Specific Sports and Events

Some betting sites offer free bets only for specific sports and events. The free odds may also be

given as money-backs or odd boosts.

It is important to confirm whether the free bets offered are event-specific or they can be used for

several sports.

Geographical Restrictions

Some betting sites only allow users from some over the world. Most UK-based sites are only

available for UK and Ireland residents. Before investing, it is important to consider whether a

company is allowed in your area.

Other restrictions include the availability of a mobile app or whether the website is mobile-

exclusive.

Existing Customer Free Bets Offered

Existing customers deserve free bets just like new customers. Online betting sites offer several

types of free bets to existing customers.

The offers reward existing customers for their loyalty and keep them interested in the betting site.

Here are some of the free bets offers for existing customers;

Odds Boosts

This involves betting sites offering daily odds boosts for customers. The only downside of this offer

is that the odds provided are only sometimes the best.

Before committing to the odds boosts offers, consider a site with a bet builder that provides great

odds. Some of the sites to look out for include Bet365 and BetVictor.

Free Bets

The best betting sites, such as Betway, offer free bets to existing customers for specific matches.

Some sites even have free bet clubs from which the customers can get a specific free bet amount

per week.



Money-Back

Most betting sites offer money-back specials for big events. For instance, a bore-draw money back

returns the bettor's money if the match ends with a draw.

Acca Insurance

Acca insurance is an accumulator bonus. It usually covers the Acca's with four or more legs and

gives back your stake if it loses one leg. The refunds are given back as free bets or cash,

depending on the bookmaker's preference.

Competitions

The leading betting sites offer competitions for their customers. You could win a paid trip to sports

events and free bets, among other prizes. The competitions spice up the betting sites keeping the

customers interested and rewarding the winners with great prizes.

Extra Places

Most betting sites offer extra payouts for selected events such as horse races, golf and other

sporting activities.

Best Odds Guaranteed

This offer is most common for horse racing and greyhounds. This offer ensures bettors get payouts

at the best possible price when they place a racing bet.

More about the best odds guaranteed is offered at the websites of horse racing betting sites.

Special Offers

All betting sites give special offers to their customers. These offers differ from one bookmaker to

another, and each is provided with various requirements.

Some of the most common special offers include a free bet if the game ends with a draw or even

payouts if your team goes up with two goals and many other special offers.

Games

Some betting sites feature free games. From these games, you can win free bets or even cash

prizes. Some of the betting sites that offer these games include Betfair, 888 Sport and others.

Why You Should Consider Free Bets



There are many good reasons to consider taking advantage of free bets when they are offered by

online sports betting platforms and casinos. Some of the reasons you should consider free bets

include the following;

One of the main benefits of free bets is that they allow you to try out a new betting platform or

casino without risking any of your own money. This is particularly useful if you're new to online

gambling and want to get a feel for it before committing any of your own funds. Free bets also

allow you to test out different betting strategies and see how they work in practice without the risk

of losing any money.

Another reason to consider free bets is that they can be a great way to boost your bankroll. Even if

you don't win, you haven't lost any of your own money, so you can continue to play and

potentially win more money in the future. In addition, many free bets come with reasonable

wagering requirements, which means you can easily turn your free bet into real money if you play

your cards right.

Free bets can also be a great way to add some excitement to your betting experience. Since

you're not risking any of your own money, you can be more adventurous with your bets and try out

new sports or events that you might not normally consider. This can make the whole experience

more thrilling and allow you to discover something new.

Another advantage of free bets is that they can be used to try out different betting options and

see which ones work best for you. For example, you can use a free bet to try out live betting,

which allows you to place bets on ongoing sporting events as they happen. This can be a great

way to get a feel for this type of betting and see if it's something you enjoy.

Are Free Bets Withdrawable?

While free bets can be a great way to try out a new platform or place a risk-free bet, it's important

to understand the terms and conditions that come with these offers.

One important thing to note is that you must do more than cash out your free bets. Free bets are

typically non-withdrawable, meaning that you can't simply request a payout for the value of the

free bet itself. Instead, you can only use the free bet to place a new wager, and any winnings from

that wager can be withdrawn.

For example, let's say you receive a free bet worth £50 on a sports betting website. You can use

that free bet to place a wager on a sporting event, but you cannot request a payout of $50. If you

win your wager, you can withdraw the winnings, but the original £50 free bet will remain in your

account and cannot be withdrawn.

It's also worth noting that free bets often havewithdrawing certain restrictions and requirements.

For example, you may need to place your free bet on a specific type of event or with certain odds.



Additionally, you may need to meet certain wagering requirements before you can withdraw any

winnings from your free bet.

In summary, while free bets can be a great way to try out a new sports betting platform or place a

risk-free wager, it's important to understand that you cannot simply cash out the value of the free

bet itself. You can withdrawa any winnings from your free bet, subject to the terms and conditions

of the offer.

Top Free Bets Strategies

Just because you aren't risking any of your own funds doesn't mean you should blindly place any

free bet that comes your way. A well-thought-out free bet strategy can help you maximize your

chances of winning.

Here are a few tips to keep in mind when using free bets.

Look for value

Free bets can be a great opportunity to find value in the market. Instead of just betting on your

favourite team or player, consider researching and finding an outsider with good odds. This can

increase your chances of winning and making the most of your free bet.

Use the free bet on a low-risk market

While it can be tempting to go for the big win and place your free bet on a high-risk market, it's

generally better to play it safe. Look for markets with a higher probability of winning, such as the

result of a match or the number of goals scored.

Use free bets

Free bets are a great way to try out a new bookmaker or test a new betting strategy, but it's

important to rely on them sparingly. Free bets usually come with certain restrictions, such as

minimum odds or a time limit, and they may not always be available. It's important to have a solid

betting strategy in place beyond just relying on free bets.

Be aware of the terms and conditions

As mentioned, free bets often come with certain restrictions and requirements. Keenly read and

understand the terms and conditions before placing your bet to avoid any misunderstandings or

disappointment later on.

Conclusion



Free bets remain a popular promotion among online betting sites and casinos. They can be a great

way for players to get started with online gambling or to try out new games and to bet sites

without risking their own money. However, it's always important to read the terms and conditions

of these promotions carefully before taking advantage of them.

These free bet sites we reviewed in our comprehensive guide have been carefully selected based

on their reputation, security, and the variety of games they offer. Some of the top sites include

Betway, Bet365, and William Hill, which have a long history of providing quality service to their

customers.

On top of free bets, these sites also offer a range of other promotions and bonuses, such as

welcome bonuses and loyalty programs, to keep their customers engaged. These promotions can

provide an excellent opportunity for players to maximize their winnings and enhance their overall

gambling experience.

Overall, the best gambling sites with free bets offer a safe and reliable way for players to enjoy

their favourite games while also providing the chance to win big. Whether you're a seasoned or

newbie gambler, these sites offer something for everyone. So if you want to try your luck and earn

some extra cash, check out these top-rated gambling sites with free bets.

Further Reading

 https://www.bigfreebet.com 
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